
COMPANY OVERVIEW

About Us
Axixe is a leading software and services 
company for provider directory technology 
solutions that enable healthcare organizations 
to improve their directories for referrals, online 
searching & matching, mobile engagement, 
appointment scheduling, data validation, and 
advanced call center capabilities.

At A Glance
Year Founded:
2013
Headquarters:
Pittsburgh, PA
Industry:
Healthcare Technology
Purpose:
To help businesses improve their
Provider Directories
Appointments Coordinated:
20,000+ per week
Financials:
100% Employee Owned & Operated

We Improve Directories for Care



Provider Directory Leadership

Reinvented patient access referral work flows that eliminate 
voicemails, phone calls, and insecure messaging.

How Does It Work?
We begin by consolidating your multiple provider data sources from systems such as
credentialing, scheduling, marketing, insurance, and practice management. We then overlay 
data validation workflows and a clinical scope of practice for each provider. Finally, we provide 
ongoing directory management and data governance solutions to ensure data accuracy.  The 
result is a provider directory that empowers your patients, physicians, and customer service 
representatives with quick and easy access to accurate and relevant provider information.

Once your directory has been improved, MDfit’s online patient scheduling, mobile app directory, 
and call-center optimization solutions streamline your “find-a-physician”, appointment 
scheduling, and referral processes with 24x7 online access. Built-in validation workflows allow 
you to comply with provider directory regulations.  Problematic patient access workflows that 
require multiple phone calls can be eliminated.  Among your physicians, provider-to-provider 
referral communications become optimized.  

MDfit optimizes your provider directory operations for:

Advanced analytics providing insight into search, scheduling, 
referrals patterns, and call center metrics.

“Refer Anywhere” with mobile enablement for affiliated 
and employed providers.

Single-pane-of-glass management and validation of scheduling 
protocols and provider data.

Clinical condition based scheduling both online and for your 
schedulers, concierges, and customer service representatives.

Learn more at mdfit.com

Ultimately this frictionless MDfit experience reduces patient leakage, 
improves your bottom-line, and satisfies regulatory compliance.
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